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Query property paths related to input IRIs.
Remove candidates that apply only to a small 
subset.
Retrieve facet values and value sizes.
Calculate facets final score and rank them in 
decreasing order.
Select semantically distant facets : Partition the 
search space based on different aspects.
From candidates sharing the same direct property 
choose only one with the best final score.
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Huge number of candidate facets
Further increase of candidate facets
Adaptation of facets required
Dynamic facet 
generation
Automated methods to rank and select the most 
useful subset from the list of candidate facets.
Define metrics for measuring the
usefulness of facets.
Facet 1
value1 30
value2 20
value3 20
value4 20
Good predicate prob.
Facet 1
value1 23
value2 20
.. ..
value10 14
Good value card.
Facet 1
value1 23
value2 20
value3 20
value4 20
Good value disp.
Facet 2
unknown 90
value1 50
value2 30
value3 10
Bad predicate prob.
Facet 2
value1 10
value2 10
.. ..
value40 5
Bad value card.
Facet 2
value1 190
value2 1
value3 1
value4 1
Bad value disp.
Facets should have a limited number of values
Value cardinality
Value sizes should be approximately equal sized
Value dispersion
Properties should be used by most resources
Predicate probability
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Facets should be semantically distant
Semantic similarity
